Father Groden Found Guilty of $3.4M Fraud.

Judge Susman States He Engaged in “Unfair, Immoral, Unethical and Unscrupulous Acts”

We West Enders did not need a judge to tell us about Fr. Groden. He has cheated us out of a partnership in Lowell Sq., a museum, and our office spaces.

The judge in her decision concluding that these other defendants have committed acts”. Judge Susman also stated that an organization was a conclusion” and also “I realize that landlords and developers are not the most popular figures.” Jerome Lyle Rapport

A news clipping from “Letter to the Editor” from Jerome Lyle Rappaport was a crop of crap citing all of the organizations that supported the demolition of the West End. How about us listing the organizations that agreed with Hitler’s attempted genocide of the Jewish people or the great country who believed that it was right to treat the Indians so poorly and almost succeed in wiping out a race of people. Does that make it right???